Girls’ Education Challenge Project:
Highlights from the Midterm Evaluation
Key Finding: Financing schools and families significantly increased learning outcomes and enhanced girls’
access to secondary school education. The addition of girls’ support groups smooths the path even further.
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Table 1: GEC Theory of Change
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Training conducted with the Private Education Development Network (PEDN) as part of the GEC initiative.
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Table 2: School Survey Participants
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This project tried to measure absenteeism, enrollment, and retention using school record-keeping systems. These records were found
to be incomplete, so the report’s most accurate records of attendance come from the recollection of students (less rigorous).
9 The “non-participant” group in this study includes 1) Individuals/schools who have never accessed Opportunity financial services and
2) Individuals/schools who did not access Opportunity services during the project period, but had received access prior to the study.
10 Tests administered in the School and Family surveys were the Early Grade Reading Assessment (EGRA) and the Early Grade Math
Assessment (EGMA).
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Table 3: Scale of GEC Intervention (as of May 2016)

School proprietor Alfred in one of his new
classrooms.
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According to the World Bank, in 2012 63% of the population of Uganda lived on less than $3.10/ day.
Approximate value, not currently being tracked as one of the project’s objectives.
13 Students reached by school fee loans and the EduSave product is computed at 1.55 girls/boys per loan/account. This is the number
of primary and secondary age dependents per household according to the Ugandan census.
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This lack of confidence and nervousness most likely affected numeracy scores during this research.
P-Value was .486831, too close to traditional statistical threshold of .5.
16 P-Value was .626469, higher than the traditional statistical threshold of .5.
15
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School Fee Loan: Parent Profile
Rosette Kyomuhangi is a single mother of three who operates her
own restaurant. After an accident at work left her unable to work
for nearly two months, Rosette didn’t have enough money to keep
her 14 year old daughter in school so she could sit for her national
exams. However, with a school fee loan, Rosette was able to
keep her daughter from missing any school. “I am planning to
educate my daughter up to university so that she can take care
of our family in the future,” says Rosette.
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Sample groups were relatively small for the “S4” figure: 4 girls in “non-participants” and 30 girls in “participants.”
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Some GEC groups have allowed a few boys to join, although the majority of participants are girls and the clubs are geared towards
female students.
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